What were the causes of Cold War conflicts?

In this unit, students investigate the causes of domestic conflict in the early Cold War. They use primary sources, a timeline, and maps to learn about the origins and early events of the Cold War before focusing on domestic events. After engaging in an activity that simulates the suspicion and climate of fear during the Red Scare, students read and discuss testimonies to the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC). They then analyze political cartoons from the time before engaging in an LDC Module focused on the causes of the Red Scare. Throughout the unit, students read and analyze primary sources to build evidentiary claims and investigate cause, learning to reject monocausal explanations and build more complex and contextualized explanations.

COMMON ASSIGNMENTS

• HUAC discussion using testimonies
• Political cartoon analysis
• LDC argumentative essay: Causes of the Red Scare

LDC TEACHING TASK

Task Template A: Argumentation
What were the most important causes of the Red Scare after WWII? After reading the primary sources, write an essay in which you address the question and argue the role of Senator Joseph McCarthy in this event. Support your discussion with evidence from the text(s).

Demand 1: Be sure to (acknowledge; refute) competing views.
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# What Caused McCarthyism? Unit Overview

## Unit of Study: What Caused McCarthyism?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>Social Studies</th>
<th>Grade/Course</th>
<th>U.S. History—grade 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit of Study</td>
<td>Early Cold War</td>
<td>Semester</td>
<td>Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar Dates Pacing</td>
<td>13 days</td>
<td>Unit Type</td>
<td>Topical Skills-based Thematic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Desired Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Standards</th>
<th>Common Core State Standards</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
<th>Kentucky</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RH.11–12.1:</strong> Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights gained from specific details to an understanding of the text as a whole.</td>
<td><strong>WHST.11–12.1:</strong> Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content.</td>
<td><strong>SS.HS.1.3.c:</strong> Evaluate the historical development and impact of political thought, theory and actions.</td>
<td><strong>SS.HS-5.2.6:</strong> Students will explain and give examples of how after WWII, America experienced ... conflict over political issues (e.g., McCarthyism, U.S. involvement in Vietnam).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RH.11–12.9:</strong> Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among sources.</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SS.HS.1.2.g:</strong> Analyze the complexity of events in United States history.</td>
<td><strong>SS-H-HP-S-3:</strong> Students will research issues or interpret accounts of historical events in U.S. history using primary and secondary sources (e.g., biographies, films, periodicals, Internet resources, textbooks, artifacts) to: ... analyze ... conflicts over political issues (e.g., McCarthyism, U.S. involvement in Vietnam).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SS.HS.1.2.f:</strong> Investigate causes and effects of significant events in United States history. Topics to include but not limited to ... Cold War.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ACT E.1.g:</strong> Analyze the origins of the Cold War, foreign policy developments, and major events of the administrations from Truman to present.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Transfer

**Students will be able to independently use their learning to:**

- Analyze primary accounts to form an evidence-based interpretation of a historical or contemporary topic/issue.
- Develop evidence-based claims.
- Question and consider causes of conflict, shying away from monocausal explanation or explanations that rely on a single perspective.
## Understanding/Big Ideas

**Students will understand …**
- The causes and consequences of the Cold War, specifically in the early years and on the homefront.
- Multiple sources provide a variety of viewpoints and a more complete story.
- Historical events have multiple causes, both immediate and contextual.

## Essential Questions

**Students will keep considering …**
- What were the causes and consequences of Cold War conflicts?

## Know (Content)

**Students will know …**
- Key Cold War domestic events and developments from 1945 through 1961.
- How tensions grew between the United States and the Soviet Union.
- How and why the fear of communism swept the nation.

## Do (Skills)

**Students will be skilled at …**
- Evaluating sources for point of view and historical context.
- Constructing and defending a historical claim and argument using evidence.
- Understanding multiple causation.
- Analyzing primary sources in response to a question.
- Recognizing counterclaims.

## Literacy Skills

- Constructing and defending a written historical argument using evidence.
- Using textual evidence to support accurate analysis.
- Integrating information from diverse sources.

## Vocabulary

### Tier 1
- Nuclear warheads, communism, primary sources, secondary sources, point of view

### Tier 2
- Red Scare, Cold War, war bonds, fundamentalism, anti-communism, arms race, Berlin Wall, East and West Germany, USSR, NATO, Warsaw Pact

### Tier 3
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Acceptable Evidence of Results

Performance Assessments

1. Political cartoon analysis
2. HUAC Discussion: HUAC testimony jigsaw and discussion questions
3. LDC module: What were the most important causes of the Red Scare after WWII? After reading the primary sources, write an essay in which you address the question and argue the role of Senator Joseph McCarthy in this event. Support your discussion with evidence from the text(s).

Demand 1: Be sure to (acknowledge; refute) competing views.

NOTE: Teacher instructions are available for each of the three tasks.

Learning Plan

Learning Activities

- “The Cold War” document-based lesson
- Map of spread of communism
- Timeline and notes
- Dot activity
- HUAC testimony activity and discussion
- Political cartoon analysis
- LDC mini-tasks
- LDC final essay

Resources

1. Reading Like A Historian
   a. “The Cold War” lesson, including PowerPoint
2. Classroom textbook
3. Dot activity
4. Political cartoons
6. A site with resources for Socratic discussions
7. All LDC materials can be found here.
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Unit Daily Plan

2015 CAS Spring Unit Daily Plan

Modify timing as needed.

Days 1 and 2

- Origins of the Cold War (Reading Like a Historian plan accessible at Stanford History Education Group, http://sheg.stanford.edu/the-cold-war)

Day 3

- Early events of the Cold War
- Map/Timeline
- Resources for timeline:
  - Overall Cold War Timeline: http://teachingamericanhistory.org/static/neh/interactives/timeline/#
  - Your Textbook or PowerPoints that provide an overview of major events in the first two decades of the Cold War

(These opening days help students understand the larger context of McCarthyism and prepare them to include an understanding of that context in their LDC essay.)

Day 4

- Dot activity
- Introduce Communism at home
- Videos from YouTube of HUAC testimonies to help introduce reading for HUAC Discussion
- Common Assignment 1: HUAC activities

Day 5

- Common Assignment 1: HUAC activities

Day 6

- Introduce Joseph McCarthy
- Common Assignment 2: Political cartoon analysis
- Introduce Common Assignment 3: LDC, and evaluate prompt using mini-task 1: task analysis. (Timing for this mini-task is up to teacher.)

Days 7 and 8

- LDC Instructional Information Sheet (with prompt)
- LDC Mini-Task 2 (article summaries)
- LDC Mini-Task 3 (seminar): Helps students transition to writing, talk about texts, hear multiple ideas, and start to synthesize ideas. Guiding questions for this activity can be: How does this document help you answer the prompt? What evidence supports your answer? How does this document support, contest, or extend what you learned from another document?
- LDC Mini-Task 4 (Claim Creator and Evidence Analysis Tool): Helps students create a thesis and identify evidence relevant to that thesis. Please note, there is an additional optional activity in CoreTools called "Controlling Idea/Evidence/Counterclaim (based on believing/doubting)."
- LDC Mini-Task 5 (outlining)
## Days 9 and 10

- Create initial draft
- Peer review (Teacher chooses tools for this activity.)

## Day 11

- LDC essay due
Introductory Activities

Setting Context
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Cold War Timeline Project

Step 1: Color and label the following countries/cities/locations on the world map.

- Afghanistan
- Angola
- Berlin
- Chile
- China
- Cuba
- El Salvador
- Greece
- Guatemala
- Hungary
- Iran
- Iraq
- Korea
- Nicaragua
- Suez Canal
- Turkey
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Early Events of the Cold War: Map and Timeline
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Early Events of the Cold War: Map and Timeline

Step 2: Creating a timeline. Put the following events in order on a timeline. For each event, include a 2–3 sentence summary of the event AND a small picture of what happened.

- Atomic Bomb
- Marshall Plan
- Molotov Plan
- NATO established
- Warsaw Pact formed
- U.S. aid to Greece
- U.S. aid to Turkey
- Truman Doctrine
- Berlin airlift
- Korean War
- USSR gets atomic bomb
- Buffer States of the USSR
- Hungary (Rebellion)
- Cuba (Missile Crisis)
- Beginning of troops in Vietnam
- End of troops in Vietnam
- Suez Canal Crisis
- Fall of the Berlin Wall
- Coup in Iran
- Communist Angola
- Coup in Guatemala
- Sandinistas rise up in Nicaragua
- War in El Salvador
- Communists win China
- China explodes atomic bomb
- Iran Contra Affair
- Fall of the USSR
- Sputnik
- Star Wars (S.D.I.)
- Evil Empire Speech
- Coup in Chile
- Soviets invade Afghanistan
**Step 3:** Study the following Cold War theories. Each event on your timeline goes along with at least one of these theories. For each event on your timeline, include the symbol of the theory it represents. (example: Korea, containment theory, put picture of box)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domino Theory</td>
<td>Political theory during the 1950-1980s promoted by the U.S. It speculated that if one country in a region came under the influence of communism, the surrounding countries would follow in a domino effect. It was used by U.S. administrations to justify the need for U.S. intervention around the world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containment Theory</td>
<td>U.S. foreign policy theory developed by George Kennan. Wanted to “contain” communism within countries and not let it spread to other countries, goes with domino theory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Détente</td>
<td>The easing of strained relations. Used in reference to the easing of tensions during the Cold War. Considered the thawing out period in the middle of the war. Can also be thought of as “cooling off.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterrence</td>
<td>An international strategy used to try to dissuade someone from doing a certain action. Gained prominence during the Cold War because of the use of nuclear weapons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brinkmanship</td>
<td>The practice of pushing dangerous events to the verge or brink of disaster in order to achieve the best outcome. Occurs mostly in international affairs as a military strategy. Can also be used in diplomatic forces during nuclear events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutually Assured Destruction</td>
<td>Military strategy in which each side possesses weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). This guarantees that if either side were to use these weapons on the other, the other would retaliate and create complete annihilation of each side.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Step 4:** In this step, you are evaluating the “hotness” or “coldness” of the Cold War. Use the following scale of ice and heat for each timeline event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🌨️ 🌨️ 🌨️ 🌨️ 🌨️ 🌨️</td>
<td>Things are completely cool and normal, it’s almost as if there’s no war going on!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌨️ 🌨️ 🌨️</td>
<td>Things are a little tense, people aren’t perfectly peaceful, but there’s no trouble.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌨️</td>
<td>Things are tense, but there’s no fighting going on. People are a little worried about war.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌋</td>
<td>While there is no war, it feels like there is fighting going on and a few small battles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌋 🌋</td>
<td>Troops are being sent into battle, people in each country are very angry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌋 🌋 🌋</td>
<td>All out war, each side angry at each other, and this is the hottest event.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Common Assignment 1

HUAC Discussion
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HS History Task 1: HUAC Discussion—Teacher Directions

Grade Level: High school (9–12)

Performance Outcomes

1. Students will be able to investigate how and why HUAC contributed to the fear of communism that swept the nation.
2. Students will be able to analyze primary sources (i.e., testimonies) for perspective.
3. Students will be able to participate in a discussion by taking a position and using evidence to support that position.

Standards

- CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.11-12.9; Colorado: SS.HS.1.2.g, SS.HS.1.2.f, SS.HS.1.1.a; Kentucky: EOC E.1.f, EOC E.1.g, EOC E.2.a

Materials

1. Learning guides for all students
2. Three copies of each primary document

Directions

1. Provide context: Introduce the task. Include the ideas of links between media and public opinion and of media supporting particular agendas. Possible questions:
   a. What is the role of media in shaping public opinion? Consider news, movies, and other media types.
   b. Do you believe that news broadcasts, newspapers, and movies have political agendas when it comes to current events? Name examples and discuss their importance in shaping public opinion.
2. Lead the students back to the content of the Cold War and the importance of movies to entertainment in post-war America, and ask whether Hollywood in that era could have had a similar impact.
3. Introduce the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), and the big names students may be familiar with who were called to testify (e.g., Disney, Reagan).
4. Put the students into groups.
5. Each group receives a document to analyze. The goal is to have each group answer questions 1–3 for the discussion.
6. Provide the groups with 15–20 minutes to review their document/testimony and discuss their answers for questions 1–3.
7. Choose one of the formats below to allow students to share their content. Your chosen format will dictate how you structure the rest of the lesson. Remember that the required student work for scoring is the chart, and questions 2a and 2b. The additional questions on the student handout will make for good discussion, but how you have students work with them is up to you.

   Format 1: Fishbowl (recommended)
   - Have student groups discuss their person’s testimony while teacher moderates and the rest of the class listens and takes notes on their charts.
   - See the Scored Discussions article for help with setting up this activity.

   Format 2: Have "expert" groups answer questions about their assigned person and turn in answers for teacher check. Then regroup into "jigsaw" groups that have a representative from each "expert" group. Share information.
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**Format 3:** Have students assign each other roles of “teacher,” “scribe,” and “note takers.”

- **Teacher** will travel to other groups in five-minute increments to share content. After five minutes, the teacher rotates.
- **Scribe** writes the notes from the initial group work that will be shared.
- **Note takers** will be in charge of receiving the notes from teachers rotating throughout the class and sharing those notes with the teachers when they return.

**Format 4:** Have the “teacher” (see Format 3) from each group stand and give content to class as a whole. Stand and deliver!

For all of the above formats, all students should hear about each of the testimonies. (i.e., students have filled out their chart after listening to each of the fishbowl discussions, jigsaw groups share content, “teachers” rotate in five-minute increments to other groups to share content, or “teachers” share by simply standing and reading.)

*Depending on your chosen format, the following steps (8 and 9) could be optional. For example, in Format 1, you might have students discuss questions 3 and 4 during the fishbowl, in addition to the information about their person—that would mean that steps 8 and 9 are not necessary.*

8. Students work individually on question 4 and revisit question 3 to prepare for whole class discussion.

9. Class discussion is student led and teacher guided. Discussion focuses on questions 3 and 4 and is a self-graded activity allowing students to provide themselves points for their participation. The educator can keep track to verify that the student appropriately scores himself/herself. The educator should encourage one comment from each student.

10. After discussion, revisit performance outcome 1 of the activity and why the HUAC hearings were important in the Truman era.

11. Finally, discuss why it is important to us today. Have our freedoms and individual rights been weakened due to specific current events? (Potentially discuss the Patriot Act, health care, the right to marry, gun control, or the NSA.)

12. **OPTIONAL:** Provide students with video content from YouTube.com about the HUAC testimony.

13. Collect notes and discussion questions for assessment.

   **Additional Teacher Resource:** *Scored Discussion Article*


Testimony text from [historymatters.gmu.edu](http://historymatters.gmu.edu).
## HUAC Primary Source Activity Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of Evidence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Question 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student cites multiple examples of specific textual evidence (information or quotes) to identify points of view. (Applies to both 2a and 2b.)</td>
<td>Student cites one or two examples of specific textual evidence to identify one point of view.</td>
<td>Student either misunderstood point of view or did not cite supporting evidence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chart)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student demonstrates understanding of HUAC and its actions during the Cold War by accurately and completely filling out chart.</td>
<td>Student demonstrates some understanding of HUAC and its actions during the Cold War by mostly filling out the chart.</td>
<td>Student shows limited understanding of HUAC and its actions during the Cold War by not accurately completing the chart.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning Guide: Testimonies before HUAC, October 1947

Directions: Complete the chart including evidence from the testimony.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role in industry</th>
<th>Views on HUAC (Include evidence from testimony.)</th>
<th>Views on communism in the entertainment industry (Include evidence from testimony.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walt Disney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Johnston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Howard Lawson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Warner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayn Rand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Reagan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis B. Mayer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning Guide: HUAC Testimony Activity

Directions: Complete questions 1–3 fully to prepare to teach others about your person.

1. Name of your person ____________________________________________________________
   a. What did they do for a living?
   b. Why were they called to testify?
   c. What power did they hold within the entertainment industry to shape public opinion?

2. Views
   a. How did this person view communism? Include quotes and information that evidence this.
   b. How did this person view HUAC? Include quotes and information that evidence this.

3. Un-American
   a. What was called “un-American” during this time period?
   b. Why do you think people used the term “un-American”?
   c. What was happening at the time that prompted public and congressional support of HUAC?
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Directions: Consider the following questions to prepare for class discussion.

4. Modern Day Connection
   a. What caused the HUAC hearings, and what effect did they have on individuals and their rights?
   b. What do we consider to be “un-American” in present day?
   c. Would this panel be allowed to happen in present day?
   d. Are there any views so dangerous that the government is justified in silencing them?
   e. What values do you see as in conflict in the HUAC activities? Are there modern examples of a similar conflict? (Possible value conflicts include security versus liberty or community goals versus individual freedoms.)
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Testimonies for Discussion

Group 1: Walt Disney

“We Must Keep the Labor Unions Clean”: “Friendly”HUAC Witnesses Ronald Reagan and Walt Disney Blame Hollywood Labor Conflicts on Communist Infiltration

Perhaps the most famous animator of all time, Walt Disney (1901-1966) in 1947 was already a celebrity thanks to his creation of the popular cartoon character Mickey Mouse in the 1920s. In the late 1930s and early 1940s his fame—and wealth—had grown with the production of full-length animated films such as Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937), Pinocchio (1940), Fantasia (1940), Dumbo (1941), and Bambi (1942). During World War II he produced a series of short training and instructional films for the military. Disney became suspicious of communist influence in Hollywood after a strike temporarily halted work at his studios in 1941; he therefore readily agreed to serve as a friendly witness before HUAC.

TESTIMONY OF WALTER E. DISNEY

Mr. SMITH: Have you ever made any pictures in your studio that contained propaganda and that were propaganda films?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, during the war we did. We made quite a few—working with different Government agencies. We did one for the Treasury on taxes and I did four anti-Hitler films. And I did one on my own for Air Power.

Mr. SMITH: From those pictures that you made have you any opinion as to whether or not the films can be used effectively to disseminate propaganda?

Mr. DISNEY: Yes, I think they proved that.

Mr. SMITH: How do you arrive at that conclusion?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, on the one for the Treasury on taxes, it was to let the people know that taxes were important in the war effort. As they explained to me, they had 13,000,000 new taxpayers, people who had never paid taxes, and they explained that it would be impossible to prosecute all those that were delinquent and they wanted to put this story before those people so they would get their taxes in early. I made the film and after the film had its run the Gallup poll organization polled the public and the findings were that 29 percent of the people admitted that it had influenced them in getting their taxes in early and giving them a picture of what taxes will do.

Mr. SMITH: Aside from those pictures you made during the war, have you made any other pictures, or do you permit pictures to be made at your studio containing propaganda?

Mr. DISNEY: No; we never have. During the war we thought it was a different thing. It was the first time we ever allowed anything like that to go in the films. We watch so that nothing gets into the films that would be harmful in any way to any group or any country. We have large audiences of children and different groups, and we try to keep them as free from anything that would offend anybody as possible. We work hard to see that nothing of that sort creeps in.

Mr. SMITH: Do you have any people in your studio at the present time that you believe are Communist or Fascist employed there?

Mr. DISNEY: No; at the present time I feel that everybody in my studio is 100 percent American.

Mr. SMITH: Have you had at any time, in your opinion, in the past, have you at any time in the past had any Communists employed at your studio?

Mr. DISNEY: Yes; in the past I had some people that I definitely feel were Communists.

Mr. SMITH: As a matter of fact, Mr. Disney, you experienced a strike at your studio, did you not?

Mr. DISNEY: Yes.

Mr. SMITH: And is it your opinion that that strike was instituted by members of the Communist Party to serve their purposes?
Mr. DISNEY: Well, it proved itself so with time, and I definitely feel it was a Communist group trying to take over my artists and they did take them over.

The CHAIRMAN: Do you say they did take them over?

Mr. DISNEY: They did take them over.

Mr. SMITH: Will you explain that to the committee, please?

Mr. DISNEY: It came to my attention when a delegation of my boys, my artists, came to me and told me that Mr. Herbert Sorrell—

Mr. SMITH: Is that Herbert K. Sorrell?

Mr. DISNEY: Herbert K. Sorrell, was trying to take them over. I explained to them that it was none of my concern, that I had been cautioned to not even talk with any of my boys on labor. They said it was not a matter of labor, it was just a matter of them not wanting to go with Sorrell, and they had heard that I was going to sign with Sorrell, and they said that they wanted an election to prove that Sorrell didn't have the majority, and I said that I had a right to demand an election. So when Sorrell came I demanded an election.

Sorrell wanted me to sign on a bunch of cards that he had there that he claimed were the majority, but the other side had claimed the same thing. I told Mr. Sorrell that there is only one way for me to go and that was an election and that is what the law had set up, the National Labor Relations Board was for that purpose. He laughed at me and he said that he would use the Labor Board as it suited his purposes and that he had been sucker enough to go for that Labor Board ballot and he had lost some election—I can't remember the name of the place—by one vote. He said it took him 2 years to get it back. He said he would strike, that that was his weapon. He said, “I have all of the tools of the trade sharpened,” that I couldn't stand the ridicule or the smear of a strike. I told him that it was a matter of principle with me, that I couldn’t go on working with my boys feeling that I had sold them down the river to him on his say-so, and he laughed at me and told me I was naive and foolish. He said, you can’t stand this strike, I will smear you, and I will make a dust bowl out of your plant.

The CHAIRMAN: What was that?

Mr. DISNEY: He said he would make a dust bowl out of my plant if he chose to. I told him I would have to go that way, sorry, that he might be able to do all that, but I would have to stand on that. The result was that he struck.

I believed at that time that Mr. Sorrell was a Communist because of all the things that I had heard and having seen his name appearing on a number of Commie front things. When he pulled the strike the first people to smear me and put me on the unfair list were all of the Commie front organizations. I can’t remember them all, they change so often, but one that is clear in my mind is the League of Women Shoppers, The People’s World, The Daily Worker, and the PM magazine in New York. They smeared me. Nobody came near to find out what the true facts of the thing were. And I even went through the same smear in South America, through some Commie periodicals in South America, and generally throughout the world all of the Commie groups began smear campaigns against me and my pictures.

Mr. MCDOWELL: In what fashion was that smear, Mr. Disney, what type of smear?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, they distorted everything, they lied; there was no way you could ever counteract anything that they did; they formed picket lines in front of the theaters, and, well, they called my plant a sweat-shop, and that is not true, and anybody in Hollywood would prove it otherwise. They claimed things that were not true at all and there was no way you could fight it back. It was not a labor problem at all because—I mean, I have never had labor trouble, and I think that would be backed up by anybody in Hollywood.

Mr. SMITH: As a matter of fact, you have how many unions operating in your plant?

The CHAIRMAN: Excuse me just a minute. I would like to ask a question.

Mr. SMITH: Pardon me.

The CHAIRMAN: In other words, Mr. Disney, Communists out there smeared you because you wouldn’t knuckle under?
Mr. DISNEY: I wouldn’t go along with their way of operating. I insisted on it going through the National Labor Relations Board. And he told me outright that he used them as it suited his purposes.

The CHAIRMAN: Supposing you had given in to him, then what would have been the outcome?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, I would never have given in to him, because it was a matter of principle with me, and I fight for principles. My boys have been there, have grown up in the business with me, and I didn’t feel like I could sign them over to anybody. They were vulnerable at that time. They were not organized. It is a new industry.

The CHAIRMAN: Go ahead, Mr. Smith.

Mr. SMITH: How many labor unions, approximately, do you have operating in your studios at the present time?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, we operate with around 35—I think we have contacts with 30.

Mr. SMITH: At the time of this strike you didn’t have any grievances or labor troubles whatsoever in your plant?

Mr. DISNEY: No. The only real grievance was between Sorrell and the boys within my plant, they demanding an election, and they never got it.

Mr. SMITH: Do you recall having had any conversations with Mr. Sorrell relative to communism?

Mr. DISNEY: Yes, I do.

Mr. SMITH: Will you relate that conversation?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, I didn’t pull my punches on how I felt. He evidently heard that I had called them all a bunch of Communists—and I believe they are. At the meeting he leaned over and he said, “You think I am a Communist, don’t you,” and I told him that all I knew was what I heard and what I had seen, and he laughed and said, “Well, I used their money to finance my strike of 1937,” and he said that he had gotten the money through the personal check of some actor, but he didn’t name the actor. I didn’t go into it any further. I just listened.

Mr. SMITH: Can you name any other individuals that were active at the time of the strike that you believe in your opinion are Communists?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, I feel that there is one artist in my plant, that came in there, he came in about 1938, and he sort of stayed in the background, he wasn’t too active, but he was the real brains of this, and I believe he is a Communist. His name is David Hilberman.

Mr. SMITH: How is it spelled?

Mr. DISNEY: H-i-l-b-e-r-m-a-n, I believe. I looked into his record and I found that, No. 1, that he had no religion and, No. 2, that he had considerable time at the Moscow Art Theater studying art direction, or something.

Mr. SMITH: Any others, Mr. Disney?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, I think Sorrell is sure tied up with them. If he isn’t a Communist, he sure should be one.

Mr. SMITH: Do you remember the name of William Pomerance, did he have anything to do with it?

Mr. DISNEY: Yes, sir. He came in later. Sorrell put him in charge as business manager of cartoonists and later he went to the Screen Actors as their business agent and in turn he put in another man by the name of Maurice Howard, the present business agent. And they are all tied up with the same outfit.

Mr. SMITH: What is your opinion of Mr. Pomerance and Mr. Howard as to whether or not they are or are not Communists?

Mr. DISNEY: In my opinion they are Communists. No one has any way of proving those things.

Mr. SMITH: Were you able to produce during the strike?

Mr. DISNEY: Yes, I did, because there was a very few, very small majority that was on the outside, and all the other unions ignored all the lines because of the set-up of the thing.
Mr. SMITH: What is your personal opinion of the Communist Party, Mr. Disney, as to whether or not it is a political party?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, I don’t believe it is a political party. I believe it is an un-American thing. The thing that I resent the most is that they are able to get into these unions, take them over, and represent to the world that a group of people that are in my plant, that I know are good, 100 percent Americans, are trapped by this group, and they are represented to the world as supporting all of those ideologies, and it is not so, and I feel that they really ought to be smoked out and shown up for what they are, so that all of the good, free causes in this country, all the liberalisms that really are American, can go out without the taint of Communism. That is my sincere feeling on it.

Mr. SMITH: Do you feel that there is a threat of communism in the motion-picture industry?

Mr. DISNEY: Yes, there is, and there are many reasons why they would like to take it over or get in and control it, or disrupt it, but I don’t think they have gotten very far, and I think the industry is made up of good Americans, just like in my plant, good, solid Americans.

My boys have been fighting it longer than I have. They are trying to get out from under it and they will in time if we can just show them up.

Mr. SMITH: There are presently pending before this committee two bills relative to outlawing the Communist Party. What thoughts have you as to whether or not those bills should be passed?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, I don’t know as I qualify to speak on that. I feel if the thing can be proven un-American that it ought to be outlawed. I think in some way it should be done without interfering with the rights of the people. I think that will be done. I have that faith. Without interfering, I mean, with the good, American rights that we all have now, and we want to preserve.

Mr. SMITH: Have you any suggestions to offer as to how the industry can be helped in fighting this menace?

Mr. DISNEY: Well, I think there is a good start toward it. I know that I have been handicapped out there in fighting it, because they have been hiding behind this labor set-up, they get themselves closely tied up in the labor thing, so that if you try to get rid of them they make a labor case out of it. We must keep the American labor unions clean. We have got to fight for them. . . .
Group 2: Eric Johnston

“A Damaging Impression of Hollywood Has Spread”: Movie “Czar” Eric Johnston Testifies before HUAC

A successful businessman from Spokane, Washington, Eric Johnston (1895-1961) became at the age of 46 the youngest person ever elected president of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. In this position he advocated close cooperation between management and labor, and traveled internationally as a goodwill ambassador on behalf of the Roosevelt administration. In 1945 he became president of the Motion Picture Association of America, where his chief responsibility was the marketing of American films abroad. In late November 1947—just weeks after his appearance before HUAC—Johnston held a meeting with forty-seven of the industry’s leading executives in which they agreed not to hire any of the so-called “Hollywood Ten” until they were willing to swear that they were not communists.

TESTIMONY OF ERIC ALLEN JOHNSTON . . .

I’m not here to try to whitewash [cover up] Hollywood, and I’m not here to help sling a tar brush at it, either. I want to stick to the facts as I see them.

There are several points I’d like to make to this committee.

The first one is this: A damaging impression of Hollywood has spread all over the country as a result of last week’s hearings. You have a lot of sensational testimony about Hollywood. From some of it the public will get the idea that Hollywood is running over with Communists and communism.

I believe the impression which has gone out is the sort of scare-head stuff which is grossly unfair to a great American industry. It must be a great satisfaction to the Communist leadership in this country to have people believe that Hollywood Communists are astronomical in number and almost irresistible in power.

Now, what are the facts? Not everybody in Hollywood is a Communist. I have said before that undoubtedly there are Communists in Hollywood, but in my opinion the percentage is extremely small.

I have had a number of close looks at Hollywood in the last 2 years, and I have looked at it through the eyes of an average businessman. I recognize that as the world’s capital of show business, there is bound to be a lot of show business in Hollywood. There is no business, Mr. Chairman, like show business. But underneath there is the solid foundation of patriotic, hardworking, decent citizens. Making motion pictures is hard work. You just don’t dash off a motion picture between social engagements. . . .

I wind up my first point with a request of this committee. The damaging impression about Hollywood should be corrected. I urge your committee to do so in these public hearings.

There is another damaging impression which should be corrected. The report of the subcommittee said that some of the most flagrant [obviously offensive] Communist propaganda films were produced as the result of White House pressure. This charge has been completely refuted by the testimony before you.

My second point includes another request of the committee.

The report of your subcommittee stated that you had a list of all pictures produced in Hollywood in the last 8 years which contained Communist propaganda. Your committee has not made this list public. Until the list is made public the industry stands condemned by unsupported generalizations, and we are denied the opportunity to refute these charges publicly.

Again, I remind the committee that we have offered to put on a special showing of any or all of the pictures which stand accused so that you can see for yourselves what’s in them. The contents of the pictures constitute the only proof.

Unless this evidence is presented and we are given the chance to refute it in these public hearings, it is the obligation of the committee to absolve the industry from the charges against it.

Now, I come to my third point—a vitally important one to every American and to the system under which we live.
It is free speech. . . .

When I talk about freedom of speech in connection with this hearing, I mean just this: You don’t need to pass a law to choke off free speech or seriously curtail it. Intimidation or coercion will do it just as well. You can’t make good and honest motion pictures in an atmosphere of fear.

I intend to use every influence at my command to keep the screen free. I don’t propose that Government shall tell the motion-picture industry, directly or by coercion, what kind of pictures it ought to make. I am as whole-souledly against that as I would be against dictating to the press or the radio, to the book publishers or to the magazines. . . .

To sum up this point: We insist on our rights to decide what will or will not go in our pictures. We are deeply conscious of the responsibility this freedom involves, but we have no intention to violate this trust by permitting subversive propaganda in our films.

Now, my next point is this:

When I was before this committee last March, I said that I wanted to see Communists exposed. I still do. I’m heart and soul for it. An exposed Communist is an unarmed Communist. Expose them, but expose them in the traditional American manner.

But I believe that when this committee or any other agency undertakes to expose communism it must be scrupulous to avoid tying a red tag on innocent people by indiscriminate [random] labeling.

It seems to me it is getting dangerously easy to call a man a Communist without proof or even reasonable suspicion. When a distinguished leader of the Republican Party in the United States Senate is accused of following the Communist Party line for introducing a housing bill, it is time, gentlemen, to give a little serious thought to the dangers of thoughtless smearing [false accusations] by gossip and hearsay.

Senator Robert Taft isn’t going to worry about being called a Communist. But not every American is a Senator Taft who can properly ignore such an accusation. Most of us in America are just little people, and loose charges can hurt little people. They take away everything a man has—his livelihood, his reputation, and his personal dignity.

When just one man is falsely damned as a Communist in an hour like this when the Red issue is at white heat, no one of us is safe.

Gentlemen, I maintain that preservation of the rights of the individual is a proper duty for this Committee on Un-American Activities. This country’s entire tradition is based on the principle that the individual is a higher power than the state; that the state owes its authority to the individual, and must treat him accordingly.

Expose communism, but don’t put any American who isn’t a Communist in a concentration camp of suspicion. We are not willing to give up our freedoms to save our freedoms.

I now come to my final point:

What are we going to do positively and constructively about combating communism? It isn’t enough to be anti-Communist any more than it is to be anti-smallpox. You can still die from smallpox if you haven’t used a serum against it. A positive program is the best antitoxin of the plague of communism.

Communism must have breeding grounds. Men and women who have a reasonable measure of opportunity aren’t taken in by the prattle of Communists. Revolutions plotted by frustrated intellectuals at cocktail parties won’t get anywhere if we wipe out the potential causes of communism. The most effective way is to make democracy work for greater opportunity, for greater participation, for greater security for all our people.

The real breeding ground of communism is in the slums. It is everywhere where people haven’t enough to eat or enough to wear through no fault of their own. Communism hunts misery, feeds on misery, and profits by it.

 Freedoms walk hand-in-hand with abundance. That has been the history of America. It has been the American story. It turned the eyes of the world to America, because America gave reality to freedom, plus abundance when it was still an idle daydream in the rest of the world.
What Caused McCarthyism?: Common Assignment 1
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We have been the greatest exporter of freedom, and the world is hungry for it. Today it needs our wheat and our fuel to stave off hunger and fight off cold, but hungry and cold as they may be, men always hunger for freedom.

We want to continue to practice and to export freedom.

If we fortify our democracy to lick [defeat] want, we will lick [defeat] communism—here and abroad. Communists can hang all the iron curtains they like, but they’ll never be able to shut out the story of a land where freemen walk without fear and live with abundance.

[Applause.] (The chairman pounding gavel.) . . .

Headnotes for all testimonies from

Testimony text from historymatters.gmu.edu.
Group 3: John Howard Lawson

“They Want to Muzzle Public Opinion”: John Howard Lawson’s Warning to the American Public

John Howard Lawson (1894-1977) was a playwright and screenwriter who in 1938 was nominated for an Academy Award for his script for the movie Blockade. A member of the Communist Party since 1934, Lawson was called to testify before the House Un-American Activities Committee, and although he appeared before the committee on October 27, he—like nine other writers and directors also suspected of being communists—refused to answer questions. All the members of this group, which was soon dubbed the “Hollywood Ten,” were found guilty of contempt of Congress. Lawson was fined $1,000 and served a year in prison. He also found that no Hollywood studio would hire him, as he had been blacklisted by the motion picture industry.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN HOWARD LAWSON

Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement here which I wish to make—

The CHAIRMAN. Well, all right, let me see your statement.

(Statement handed to the chairman.)

The First Sentence of the Statement: For a week, this Committee has conducted an illegal and indecent trial of American citizens, whom the Committee has selected to be publicly [ridiculed] and smeared...

The CHAIRMAN. I don’t care to read any more of the statement. The statement will not be read. I read the first line.

Mr. LAWSON. You have spent 1 week vilifying me before the American public—

The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute—

Mr. LAWSON. And you refuse to allow me to make a statement on my rights as an American citizen.

The CHAIRMAN. I refuse you to make the statement, because of the first sentence in your statement. That statement is not pertinent to the inquiry.

Now, this is a congressional committee—a congressional committee set up by law. We must have orderly procedure, and we are going to have orderly procedure.

Mr. Stripling, identify the witness.

Mr. LAWSON. The rights of American citizens are important in this room here, and I intend to stand up for those rights, Congressman Thomas.

Mr. STRIPLING. Mr. Lawson, will you state your full name, please?

Mr. LAWSON. I wish to protest against the unwillingness of this committee to read a statement, when you permitted Mr. Warner, Mr. Mayer, and others to read statements in this room.

My name is John Howard Lawson. . . .

Mr. STRIPLING. What is your occupation, Mr. Lawson?

Mr. LAWSON. I am a writer.

Mr. STRIPLING. How long have you been a writer?

Mr. LAWSON. All my life—at least 35 years—my adult life.

Mr. STRIPLING. Are you a member of the Screen Writers Guild?

Mr. LAWSON. The raising of any question here in regard to membership, political beliefs, or affiliation—

Mr. STRIPLING. Mr. Chairman—
Mr. LAWSON. Is absolutely beyond the powers of this committee.

Mr. STRIPLING. Mr. Chairman—

Mr. LAWSON. But—

(The chairman pounding gavel.)

Mr. LAWSON. It is a matter of public record that I am a member of the Screen Writers Guild.

Mr. STRIPLING. I ask—

[Applause.]

The CHAIRMAN. I want to caution the people in the audience: You are the guests of this committee and you will have to maintain order at all times. I do not care for any applause or any demonstrations of one kind or another.

Mr. STRIPLING. Now, Mr. Chairman, I am also going to request that you instruct the witness to be responsive to the questions.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the witness will be more responsive to the questions.

Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Chairman, you permitted—

The CHAIRMAN (pounding gavel). Never mind—

Mr. LAWSON (continuing). Witnesses in this room to make answers of three or four or five hundred words to questions here.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lawson, you will please be responsive to these questions and not continue to try to disrupt these hearings.

Mr. LAWSON. I am not on trial here, Mr. Chairman. This committee is on trial here before the American people. Let us get that straight.

The CHAIRMAN. We don't want you to be on trial.

Mr. STRIPLING. Mr. Lawson, how long have you been a member of the Screen Writers Guild?

Mr. LAWSON. Since it was founded in its present form, in 1933.

Mr. STRIPLING. Have you ever held any office in the guild?

Mr. LAWSON. The question of whether I have held office is also a question which is beyond the purview of this Committee.

(The chairman pounding gavel.)

Mr. LAWSON. It is an invasion of the right of association under the Bill of Rights of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. Please be responsive to the question.

Mr. LAWSON. It is also a matter—

(The chairman pounding gavel.)

Mr. LAWSON. Of public record—

The CHAIRMAN. You asked to be heard. Through your attorney, you asked to be heard, and we want you to be heard. And if you don't care to be heard, then we will excuse you and we will put the record in without your answers.

Mr. LAWSON. I wish to frame my own answers to your questions, Mr. Chairman, and I intend to do so.

... 

Mr. LAWSON. It is absolutely beyond the power of this committee to inquire into my association in any organization.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lawson, you will have to stop or you will leave the witness stand. And you will leave the witness stand because you are in contempt. That is why you will leave the witness stand. And if you are just trying to force me to put you in contempt, you won’t have to try much harder. You know what has happened to a lot of people that have been in contempt of this committee this year, don’t you?

Mr. LAWSON. I am glad you have made it perfectly clear that you are going to threaten and intimidate the witnesses, Mr. Chairman.

(The chairman pounding gavel.)

Mr. LAWSON. I am an American and I am not at all easy to intimidate, and don’t think I am.

(The chairman pounding gavel.)

. . . .

The CHAIRMAN (pounding gavel). Mr. Lawson, just quiet down again.

Mr. Lawson, the most pertinent question that we can ask is whether or not you have ever been a member of the Communist Party. Now, do you care to answer that question?

Mr. LAWSON. You are using the old technique, which was used in Hitler Germany in order to create a scare here—

The CHAIRMAN (pounding gavel). Oh—

Mr. LAWSON. In order to create an entirely false atmosphere in which this hearing is conducted—

(The chairman pounding gavel.)

. . .

The CHAIRMAN (pounding gavel). Excuse the witness—

Mr. LAWSON. As they do from what I have written.

The CHAIRMAN (pounding gavel). Stand away from the stand—

Mr. LAWSON. I have written Americanism for many years, and I shall continue to fight for the Bill of Rights, which you are trying to destroy.

The CHAIRMAN. Officers, take this man away from the stand—

[Applause and boos.]

The CHAIRMAN (pounding gavel). There will be no demonstrations. No demonstrations, for or against. Everyone will please be seated. . . .

A Statement by John Howard Lawson

[Note: This statement was never put into the public record by HUAC.]

For a week, this Committee has conducted an illegal and indecent trial of American citizens, whom the Committee has selected to be publicly [ridiculed] and smeared. I am not here to defend myself, or to answer the agglomeration of falsehoods that has been heaped upon me, I believe lawyers describe this material, rather mildly, as “hearsay evidence.” To the American public, it has a shorter name: dirt. Rational people don’t argue with dirt. I feel like a man who has had truckloads of filth heaped upon him; I am now asked to struggle to my feet and talk while more truckloads pour more filth around my head.

No, you don’t argue with dirt. But you try to find out where it comes from. And to stop the evil deluge before it buries you—and others. The immediate source is obvious. The so-called “evidence” comes from a parade of stool-pigeons, neurotics, publicity-seeking clowns, Gestapo agents, paid informers, and a few ignorant and frightened Hollywood artists. I am not going to discuss this perjured testimony. Let these people live with their consciences, with the knowledge that they have violated their country’s most sacred principles.

These individuals are not important. As an individual, I am not important. The obvious fact that the Committee is trying to destroy me personally and professionally, to deprive me of my livelihood and what is
far dearer to me—my honor as an American—gains significance only because it opens the way to similar destruction of any citizen whom the Committee selects for annihilation.

I am not going to touch on the gross violation of the Constitution of the United States, and especially of its First and Fifth Amendments, that is taking place here. The proof is so overwhelming that it needs no elaboration. The Un-American Activities Committee stands convicted in the court of public opinion.

I want to speak here as a writer and a citizen. . . .

My political and social views are well known. My deep faith in the motion picture as a popular art is also well known. I don’t “sneak ideas” into pictures. I never make a contract to write a picture unless I am convinced that it serves democracy and the interests of the American people. I will never permit what I write and think to be subject to the orders of self-appointed dictators, ambitious politicians, thought-control gestapos, or any other form of censorship this Un-American Committee may attempt to devise. My freedom to speak and write is not for sale in return for a card signed by J. Parnell Thomas saying “O.K. for employment until further notice.”

Pictures written by me have been seen and approved by millions of Americans. A subpoena for me is a subpoena for all those who have enjoyed these pictures and recognized them as an honest portrayal of our American life.

Thus, my integrity as a writer is obviously an integral part of my integrity as a citizen. As a citizen I am not alone here. I am not only one of nineteen men who have been subpoenaed. I am forced to appear here as a representative of one hundred and thirty million Americans because the illegal conduct of this Committee has linked me with every citizen. If I can be destroyed no American is safe. You can subpoena a farmer in a field, a lumberjack in the woods, a worker at a machine, a doctor in his office—you can deprive them of a livelihood, deprive them of their honor as Americans.

Let no one think that this is an idle or thoughtless statement. This is the course that the Un-American Activities Committee has charted. Millions of Americans who may as yet be unconscious of what may be in store for them will find that the warning I speak today is literally fulfilled. No American will be safe if the Committee is not stopped in its illegal enterprise.

I am like most Americans in resenting interference with my conscience and belief. I am like most Americans in insisting on my right to serve my country in the way that seems to me most helpful and effective. I am like most Americans in feeling that loyalty to the United States and pride in its traditions is the guiding principle of my life. I am like most Americans in believing that divided loyalty—which is another word for treason—is the most despicable crime of which any man or woman can be accused.

It is my profound conviction that it is precisely because I hold these beliefs that I have been hailed before this illegal court. These are the beliefs that the so-called Un-American Activities Committee is seeking to root out in order to subvert orderly government and establish an autocratic dictatorship.

I am not suggesting that J. Parnell Thomas aspires to be the man on horseback. He is a petty politician, serving more powerful forces. Those forces are trying to introduce fascism in this country. They know that the only way to trick the American people into abandoning their rights and liberties is to manufacture an imaginary danger, to frighten the people into accepting repressive laws which are supposedly for their protection.

Today, we face a serious crisis in the determination of national policy. The only way to solve that crisis is by free discussion. Americans must know the facts. The only plot against American safety is the plot to conceal facts. I am plastered with mud because I happen to be an American who expresses opinions that the House Un-American Activities Committee does not like. But my opinions are not an issue in this case. The issue is my right to have opinions. The Committee’s logic is obviously: Lawson’s opinions are properly subject to censorship; he writes for the motion picture industry, so the industry is properly subject to censorship; the industry makes pictures for the American people, so the minds of the people must be censored and controlled.

Why? What are J. Parnell Thomas and the Un-American interests he serves, afraid of? They’re afraid of the American people. They don’t want to muzzle me. They want to muzzle public opinion. They want to muzzle the great Voice of democracy. Because they’re conspiring against the American way of life. They want to cut
living standards, introduce an economy of poverty, wipe out labor’s rights, attack Negroes, Jews, and other minorities, drive us into a disastrous and unnecessary war.

The struggle between thought-control and freedom of expression is the struggle between the people and a greedy unpatriotic minority which hates and fears the people. I wish to present as an integral part of this statement, a paper which I read at a Conference on Thought Control in the United States held in Hollywood on July 9th to 13th. The paper presents the historical background of the threatening situation that we face today, and shows that the attack on freedom of communication is, and has always been, an attack on the American people.

The American people will know how to answer that attack. They will rally, as they have always rallied, to protect their birthright.
Group 4: Jack Warner

“The World Was at Stake”: Three “Friendly” HUAC Hollywood Witnesses Assess Pro-Soviet Wartime Films

A native of Ontario, Canada, Jack Warner (1892-1978) entered the motion picture industry at the age of eleven, when he and his three older brothers opened a movie theater in New Castle, Pennsylvania. Fifteen years later the Warner Brothers opened a studio on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood, and quickly produced a series of successful films, including The Jazz Singer (1926), the first movie to use sound. By the 1940s Jack Warner was one of the most powerful men in Hollywood, with his studios producing popular cartoons as well as blockbuster films.

TESTIMONY OF JACK L. WARNER...

Ideological termites have burrowed into many American industries, organizations, and societies. Wherever they may be, I say let us dig them out and get rid of them. My brothers and I will be happy to subscribe generously to a pest-removal fund. We are willing to establish such a fund to ship to Russia the people who don’t like our American system of government and prefer the communistic system to ours.

That’s how strongly we feel about the subversives who want to overthrow our free American system.

If there are Communists in our industry, or any other industry, organization, or society who seek to undermine our free institutions, let’s find out about it and know who they are. Let the record be spread clear, for all to read and judge. The public is entitled to know the facts. And the motion-picture industry is entitled to have the public know the facts.

Our company is keenly aware of its responsibilities to keep its product free from subversive poisons. With all the vision at my command, I scrutinize the planning and production of our motion pictures. It is my firm belief that there is not a Warner Bros. picture that can fairly be judged to be hostile to our country, or communistic in tone or purpose.

Many charges, including the fantasy of “White House pressure” have been leveled at our wartime production Mission to Moscow. In my previous appearance before members of this committee, I explained the origin and purposes of Mission to Moscow.

That picture was made when our country was fighting for its existence, with Russia as one of our allies. It was made to fulfill the same wartime purpose for which we made such other pictures as Air Force, This Is the Army, Objective Burma, Destination Tokyo, Action in the North Atlantic, and a great many more.

If making Mission to Moscow in 1942 was a subversive activity, then the American Liberty ships which carried food and guns to Russian allies and the American naval vessels which convoyed them were likewise engaged in subversive activities. The picture was made only to help a desperate war effort and not for posterity.

Mr. STRIPLING. Well, is it your opinion now, Mr. Warner, that Mission to Moscow was a factually correct picture, and you made it as such?

Mr. WARNER. I can’t remember.

Mr. STRIPLING. Would you consider it a propaganda picture?

Mr. WARNER. A propaganda picture—

Mr. STRIPLING. Yes.

Mr. WARNER. In what sense?

Mr. STRIPLING. In the sense that it portrayed Russia and communism in an entirely different light from what it actually was?

Mr. WARNER. I am on record about 40 times or more that I have never been in Russia. I don’t know what Russia was like in 1937 or 1944 or 1947, so how can I tell you if it was right or wrong?
Mr. STRIPLING. Don’t you think you were on dangerous ground to produce as a factually correct picture one which portrayed Russia—

Mr. WARNER. No; we were not on dangerous ground in 1942, when we produced it. There was a war on. The world was at stake.

Mr. STRIPLING. In other words—

Mr. WARNER. We made the film to aid in the war effort, which I believe I have already stated.

Mr. STRIPLING. Whether it was true or not?

Mr. WARNER. As far as I was concerned, I considered it true to the extent as written in Mr. Davies' book.

Mr. STRIPLING. Well, do you suppose that your picture influenced the people who saw it in this country, the millions of people who saw it in this country?

Mr. WARNER. In my opinion, I can’t see how it would influence anyone. We were in war and when you are in a fight you don’t ask who the fellow is who is helping you.

Mr. STRIPLING. Well, due to the present conditions in the international situation, don’t you think it was rather dangerous to write about such a disillusionment as was sought in that picture?

Mr. WARNER. I can’t understand why you ask me that question, as to the present conditions. How did I, you, or anyone else know in 1942 what the conditions were going to be in 1947. I stated in my testimony our reason for making the picture, which was to aid the war effort—anticipating what would happen.

Mr. STRIPLING. I don’t see that this is aiding the war effort, Mr. Warner—with the cooperation of Mr. Davies or with the approval of the Government—to make a picture which is a fraud in fact.

Mr. WARNER. I want to correct you, very vehemently [passionately]. There was no cooperation of the Government.

Mr. STRIPLING. You stated there was.

Mr. WARNER. I never stated the Government cooperated in the making of it. If I did, I stand corrected. And I know I didn’t.

Mr. STRIPLING. Do you want me to read that part, Mr. Chairman?

The CHAIRMAN. No; I think we have gone into this Mission to Moscow at some length. . . .
Group 5: Ayn Rand

“The World Was at Stake”: Three “Friendly” HUAC Hollywood Witnesses Assess Pro-Soviet Wartime Films

Born Alyssia Rosenbaum, the author later known as Ayn Rand (1905-1982) witnessed as a girl the Russian Revolution and the birth of the Soviet Union, and developed a passionate hatred for communism. In 1925, she came to the United States, and soon settled in Hollywood, where she hoped to become a screenwriter. Rand wrote several moderately successful scripts and novels in the 1930s, but her big break came in 1943 with the publication of *The Fountainhead*. Like most of her works, *The Fountainhead* focused on the struggles of a heroic individual at odds with the pressures of society. An outspoken defender of individualism and capitalism, Rand jumped at the opportunity to testify before HUAC against what she believed were communist influences in the motion picture industry.

TESTIMONY OF MISS AYN RAND . . .

Mr. STRIPLING: Now, Miss Rand, you have heard the testimony of Mr. Mayer?

Miss RAND: Yes.

Mr. STRIPLING: You have read the letter I read from Lowell Mellett?

Miss RAND: Yes.

Mr. STRIPLING: Which says that the picture “Song of Russia” has no political implications?

Miss RAND: Yes.

Mr. STRIPLING: Did you at the request of Mr. Smith, the investigator for this committee, view the picture “Song of Russia”?

Miss RAND: Yes.

Mr. STRIPLING: Within the past 2 weeks?

Miss RAND: Yes; on October 13, to be exact.

Mr. STRIPLING: In Hollywood?

Miss RAND: Yes.

Mr. STRIPLING: Would you give the committee a break-down of your summary of the picture relating to either propaganda or an untruthful account or distorted account of conditions in Russia?

Miss RAND: Yes.

First of all I would like to define what we mean by propaganda. We have all been talking about it, but nobody—

Mr. STRIPLING: Could you talk into the microphone?

Miss RAND: Can you hear me now?

Nobody has stated just what they mean by propaganda. Now, I use the term to mean that Communist propaganda is anything which gives a good impression of communism as a way of life. Anything that sells people the idea that life in Russia is good and that people are free and happy would be Communist propaganda. Am I not correct? I mean, would that be a fair statement to make—that that would be Communist propaganda?

Now, here is what the picture “Song of Russia” contains. It starts with an American conductor, played by Robert Taylor, giving a concert in America for Russian war relief. He starts playing the American national anthem and the national anthem dissolves into a Russian mob, with the sickle and hammer on a red flag very prominent above their heads. I am sorry, but that made me sick. That is something which I do not see how native Americans permit, and I am only a naturalized American. That was a terrible touch of propaganda. As a writer, I can tell you just exactly what it suggests to the people. It suggests literally and
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technically that it is quite all right for the American national anthem to dissolve into the Soviet. The term here is more than just technical. It really was symbolically intended, and it worked out that way. The anthem continues, played by a Soviet band. That is the beginning of the picture.

Now we go to the pleasant love story. Mr. Taylor is an American who came there apparently voluntarily to conduct concerts for the Soviets. He meets a little Russian girl from a village who comes to him and begs him to go to her village to direct concerts there. There are no GPU agents [State Political Administration, forerunner of the KGB] and nobody stops her. She just comes to Moscow and meets him. He falls for her and decides he will go, because he is falling in love. He asks her to show him Moscow. She says she has never seen it. He says, “I will show it to you.”

They see it together. The picture then goes into a scene of Moscow, supposedly. I don’t know where the studio got its shots, but I have never seen anything like it in Russia. First you see Moscow buildings—big, prosperous-looking, clean buildings, with something like swans or sailboats in the foreground. Then you see a Moscow restaurant that just never existed there. In my time, when I was in Russia, there was only one such restaurant, which was nowhere as luxurious as that and no one could enter it except commissars and profiteers. Certainly a girl from a village, who in the first place would never have been allowed to come voluntarily, without permission, to Moscow, could not afford to enter it, even if she worked 10 years. However, there is a Russian restaurant with a menu such as never existed in Russia at all and which I doubt even existed before the revolution. From this restaurant they go on to this tour of Moscow. The streets are clean and prosperous-looking. There are no food lines anywhere. You see shots of the marble subway—the famous Russian subway out of which they make such propaganda capital. There is a marble statue of Stalin thrown in. . . .

Incidentally, I must say at this point that I understand from correspondents who have left Russia and been there later than I was and from people who escaped from there later than I did that the time I saw it, which was in 1926, was the best time since the Russian revolution. At that time conditions were a little better than they have become since. In my time we were a bunch of ragged, starved, dirty, miserable people who had only two thoughts in our mind. That was our complete terror—a fear to look at one another, afraid to say anything for fear of who is listening and would report us—and where to get the next meal. You have no idea what it means to live in a country where nobody has any concern except food, where all the conversation is about food because everybody is so hungry that that is all they can think about and that is all they can afford to do. They have no idea of politics. They have no idea of any pleasant romances or love—nothing but food and fear.

That is what I saw up to 1926. That is not what the picture shows.

Now, after this tour of Moscow, the hero—the American conductor—goes to the Soviet village. The Russian villages are something—so miserable and so filthy. They were even before the revolution. They weren’t much even then. What they have become now I am afraid to think. You have all read about the program for the collectivization of the farms in 1933, at which time the Soviet government admits that 3,000,000 peasants died of starvation. Other people claim there were seven and a half million, but 3,000,000 is the figure admitted by the Soviet government as the figure of people who died of starvation, planned by the government in order to drive people into collective farms. That is a recorded historical fact.

Now, here is the life in the Soviet village as presented in “Song of Russia.” You see the happy peasants. You see they are meeting the hero at the station with bands, with beautiful blouses and shoes, such as they never wore anywhere. You see children with operetta costumes on them and with a brass band which they could never afford. You see the manicured starlets driving tractors and the happy women who come from work singing. You see a peasant at home with a close-up of food for which anyone there would have been murdered. If anybody had such food in Russia in that time he couldn’t remain alive, because he would have been torn apart by neighbors trying to get food. But here is a close-up of it and a line where Robert Taylor comments on the food and the peasant answers, “This is just a simple country table and the food we eat ourselves.” . . .

Now, here comes the crucial point of the picture. In the midst of this concert, when the heroine is playing, you see a scene on the border of the U.S.S.R. You have a very lovely modernistic sign saying “U.S.S.R.” I would just like to remind you that that is the border where probably thousands of people have died trying to escape out of this lovely paradise. It shows the U.S.S.R. sign, and there is a border guard standing. He is listening to the concert. Then there is a scene inside kind of a guardhouse where the guards are listening to
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the same concert, the beautiful Tschaikowsky music, and they are playing chess. Suddenly there is a Nazi attack on them. The poor, sweet Russians were unprepared. Now, realize—and that was a great shock to me—that the border that was being shown was the border of Poland. That was the border of an occupied, destroyed, enslaved country which Hitler and Stalin destroyed together. That was the border that was being shown to us—just a happy place with people listening to music.

Also realize that when all this sweetness and light was going on in the first part of the picture, with all these happy, free people, there was not a GPU agent among them, with no food lines, no persecution—complete freedom and happiness, with everybody smiling. . . .

Now, here is what I cannot understand at all: If the excuse that has been given here is that we had to produce the picture in wartime, just how can it help the war effort? If it is to deceive the American people, if it were to present to the American people a better picture of Russia than it really is, then that sort of an attitude is nothing but the theory of the Nazi elite, that a choice group of intellectual or other leaders will tell the people lies for their own good. That I don’t think is the American way of giving people information. We do not have to deceive the people at any time, in war or peace.

If it was to please the Russians, I don’t see how you can please the Russians by telling them that we are fools. To what extent we have done it, you can see right now. You can see the results right now. If we present a picture like that as our version of what goes on in Russia, what will they think of it? We don’t win anybody’s friendship. We will only win their contempt, and as you know the Russians have been behaving like this.

My whole point about the picture is this: I fully believe Mr. Mayer when he says that he did not make a Communist picture. To do him justice, I can tell you I noticed, by watching the picture, where there was an effort to cut propaganda out. I believe he tried to cut propaganda out of the picture, but the terrible thing is the carelessness with ideas, not realizing that the mere presentation of that kind of happy existence in a country of slavery and horror is terrible because it is propaganda. You are telling people that it is all right to live in a totalitarian state. . . .

Mr. WOOD: Let me see if I understand your position. I understand, from what you say, that because they were a dictatorship we shouldn’t have accepted their help in undertaking to win a war against another dictatorship.

Miss RAND: That is not what I said. I was not in a position to make that decision. If I were, I would tell you what I would do. That is not what we are discussing. We are discussing the fact that our country was an ally of Russia, and the question is, What should we tell the American people about it—the truth or a lie? If we had good reason, if that is what you believe, all right, then why not tell the truth? Say it is a dictatorship, but we want to be associated with it. Say it is worth while being associated with the devil, as Churchill said, in order to defeat another evil which is Hitler. There might be some good argument made for that. But why pretend that Russia was not what it was?

Mr. WOOD: Well—

Miss RAND: What do you achieve by that?

Mr. WOOD: Do you think it would have had as good an effect upon the morale of the American people to preach a doctrine to them that Russia was on the verge of collapse?

Miss RAND: I don’t believe that the morale of anybody can be built up by a lie. If there was nothing good that we could truthfully say about Russia, then it would have been better not to say anything at all.

Mr. WOOD: Well—

Miss RAND: You don’t have to come out and denounce Russia during the war; no. You can keep quiet. There is no moral guilt in not saying something if you can’t say it, but there is in saying the opposite of what is true. . . .
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Group 6: Ronald Reagan

“We Must Keep the Labor Unions Clean”: “Friendly” HUAC Witnesses Ronald Reagan and Walt Disney Blame Hollywood Labor Conflicts on Communist Infiltration

Best known today as President of the United States from 1981 to 1989, Ronald Reagan (1911-2004) was a popular movie actor in the 1940s, having signed on with Warner Brothers in 1937. He starred in a number of popular films such as Santa Fe Trail (1940), Knute Rockne, All-American (1940), and This is the Army (1943). Although a Democrat and a staunch supporter of Harry Truman, Reagan was concerned about what he saw as the growing strength of communism in Hollywood. In 1947 Reagan was elected president of the Screen Actors’ Guild, and in that capacity was called to testify before the House Un-American Activities Committee.

TESTIMONY OF RONALD REAGAN . . .

Mr. STRIPLING: As a member of the board of directors, as president of the Screen Actors Guild, and as an active member, have you at any time observed or noted within the organization a clique of either Communists or Fascists who were attempting to exert influence or pressure on the guild?

Mr. REAGAN: Well, sir, my testimony must be very similar to that of Mr. (George) Murphy and Mr. (Robert) Montgomery. There has been a small group within the Screen Actors Guild which has consistently opposed the policy of the guild board and officers of the guild, as evidenced by the vote on various issues. That small clique referred to has been suspected of more or less following the tactics that we associate with the Communist Party.

Mr. STRIPLING: Would you refer to them as a disruptive influence within the guild?

Mr. REAGAN: I would say that at times they have attempted to be a disruptive influence.

Mr. STRIPLING: You have no knowledge yourself as to whether or not any of them are members of the Communist Party?

Mr. REAGAN: No, sir; I have no investigative force, or anything, and I do not know.

Mr. STRIPLING: Has it ever been reported to you that certain members of the guild were Communists?

Mr. REAGAN: Yes, sir; I have heard different discussions and some of them tagged as Communists. . . .

Mr. STRIPLING: Would you say that this clique has attempted to dominate the guild?

Mr. REAGAN: Well, sir, by attempting to put their own particular views on various issues, I guess in regard to that you would have to say that our side was attempting to dominate, too, because we were fighting just as hard to put over our views, in which we sincerely believed, and I think, we were proven correct by the figures—Mr. Murphy gave the figures—and those figures were always approximately the same, an average of 90 percent or better of the Screen Actors Guild voted in favor of those matters now guild policy.

Mr. STRIPLING: Mr. Reagan, there has been testimony to the effect here that numerous Communist-front organizations have been set up in Hollywood. Have you ever been solicited to join any of those organizations or any organization which you considered to be a Communist-front organization?

Mr. REAGAN: Well, sir, I have received literature from an organization called the Committee for a Far-Eastern Democratic Policy. I don’t know whether it is Communist or not. I only know that I didn’t like their views and as a result I didn’t want to have anything to do with them.

Mr. STRIPLING: Were you ever solicited to sponsor the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee?

Mr. REAGAN: No, sir; I was never solicited to do that, but I found myself misled into being a sponsor on another occasion for a function that was held under the auspices of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee.

Mr. STRIPLING: Did you knowingly give your name as a sponsor?

Mr. REAGAN: Not knowingly. Could I explain what that occasion was?
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Mr. STRIPLING: Yes sir.

Mr. REAGAN: I was called several weeks ago. There happened at the time in Hollywood to be a financial drive on to raise money to build a badly needed hospital in a certain section of town, called the All Nations Hospital. I think the purpose of the building is so obvious by the title that it has the support of most of the people of Hollywood—or, of Los Angeles, I should say. Certainly of most of the doctors, because it is very badly needed.

Some time ago I was called to the telephone. A woman introduced herself by name. Knowing that I didn’t know her I didn’t make any particular note of her name and I couldn’t give it now. She told me that there would be a recital held at which Paul Robeson would sing and she said that all the money for the tickets would go to the hospital and asked if she could use my name as one of the sponsors. I hesitated for a moment because I don’t think that Mr. Robeson’s and my political views coincide at all and then I thought I was being a little stupid because, I thought, here is an occasion where Mr. Robeson is perhaps appearing as an artist and certainly the object, raising money, is above any political consideration, it is a hospital supported by everyone. I have contributed money myself. So I felt a little bit as if I had been stuffy for a minute and I said, certainly, you can use my name.

I left town for a couple of weeks and when I returned I was handed a newspaper story that said that this recital was held at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles under the auspices of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. The principal speaker was Emil Lustig, Robert Burman took up a collection, and the remnants of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade were paraded to the platform. I did not in the newspaper story see one word about the hospital. I called the newspaper and said I am not accustomed to writing to editors, but would like to explain my position, and he laughed and said, “You needn’t bother, you are about the fiftieth person that has called with the same idea, including most of the legitimate doctors who had also been listed as sponsors of that affair.”

Mr. STRIPLING: Would you say from your observation that that is typical of the tactics or strategy of the Communists, to solicit and use the names of prominent people to either raise money or gain support?

Mr. REAGAN: I think it is in keeping with their tactics; yes, sir.

Mr. STRIPLING: Do you think there is anything democratic about those tactics?

Mr. REAGAN: I do not, sir.

Mr. STRIPLING: As president of the Screen Actors Guild you are familiar with the jurisdictional strike which has been going on in Hollywood for some time?

Mr. REAGAN: Yes, sir.

Mr. STRIPLING: Have you ever had any conferences with any of the labor officials regarding this strike?

Mr. REAGAN: Yes, sir.

Mr. STRIPLING: Do you know whether the Communists have participated in any way in this strike?

Mr. REAGAN: Sir, the first time that this word “Communist” was ever injected into any of the meetings concerning the strike was at a meeting in Chicago with Mr. William Hutchinson, president of the carpenters union, who were on strike at the time. He asked the Screen Actors Guild to submit terms to Mr. (Richard) Walsh, for Walsh to give in in the settling of this strike, and he told us to tell Mr. Walsh that if he would give in on these terms he in turn would break run this Sorrell and the other commies out—I am quoting him—and break it up. I might add that Mr. Walsh and Mr. Sorrell were running the strike for Mr. Hutchinson in Hollywood.

Mr. STRIPLING: Mr. Reagan, what is your feeling about what steps should be taken to rid the motion-picture industry of any Communist influences, if they are there?

Mr. REAGAN: Well, sir . . . 99 percent of us are pretty well aware of what is going on, and I think within the bounds of our democratic rights, and never once stepping over the rights given us by democracy, we have done a pretty good job in our business of keeping those people’s activities curtailed. After all, we must recognize them at present as a political party. On that basis we have exposed their lies when we came across them, we have opposed their propaganda, and I can certainly testify that in the case of the Screen
Actors Guild we have been eminently successful in preventing them from, with their usual tactics, trying to run a majority of an organization with a well organized minority.

So that fundamentally I would say in opposing those people that the best thing to do is to make democracy work. In the Screen Actors Guild we make it work by insuring everyone a vote and by keeping everyone informed. I believe that, as Thomas Jefferson put it, if all the American people know all of the facts they will never make a mistake.

Whether the party should be outlawed, I agree with the gentlemen that preceded me that that is a matter for the Government to decide. As a citizen I would hesitate, or not like, to see any political party outlawed on the basis of its political ideology. We have spent 170 years in this country on the basis that democracy is strong enough to stand up and fight against the inroads of any ideology. However, if it is proven that an organization is an agent of a power, a foreign power, or in any way not a legitimate political party, and I think the Government is capable of proving that, if the proof is there, then that is another matter. . . .

I happen to be very proud of the industry in which I work; I happen to be very proud of the way in which we conducted the fight. I do not believe the Communists have ever at any time been able to use the motion-picture screen as a sounding board for their philosophy or ideology. . . .

The CHAIRMAN: There is one thing that you said that interested me very much. That was the quotation from Jefferson. That is just why this committee was created by the House of Representatives, to acquaint the American people with the facts. Once the American people are acquainted with the facts there is no question but what the American people will do a job, the kind of a job that they want done; that is, to make America just as pure as we can possibly make it.

We want to thank you very much for coming here today.

Mr. REAGAN: Sir, if I might, in regard to that, say that what I was trying to express, and didn’t do very well, was also this other fear. I detest, I abhor their philosophy, but I detest more than that their tactics, which are those of the fifth column, and are dishonest, but at the same time I never as a citizen want to see our country become urged, by either fear or resentment of this group, that we ever compromise with any of our democratic principles through that fear or resentment. I still think that democracy can do it.
Group 7: Louis B. Mayer

“The World Was at Stake”: Three “Friendly”HUAC Hollywood Witnesses Assess Pro-Soviet Wartime Films

Born into a Jewish family in Russia, Louis B. Mayer (1882-1957) fled with his family to the United States when he was a child. In 1907 he opened his first movie theater, and opened a motion picture studio in Hollywood in 1918. Six years later he formed a partnership to create Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, better known today as MGM. In the 1930s Mayer’s company was the most successful in the industry, employing such stars as Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Joan Crawford, and Judy Garland. His success was such that he is believed to have been the first executive in America to earn a million-dollar salary.

TESTIMONY OF LOUIS B. MAYER . . .

During my 25 years in the motion-picture industry I have always sought to maintain the screen as a force for public good.

The motion-picture industry employs many thousands of people. As is the case with the newspaper, radio, publishing, and theater businesses, we cannot be responsible for the political views of each individual employee. It is, however, our complete responsibility to determine what appears on the motion-picture screen.

It is my earnest hope that this committee will perform a public service by recommending to the Congress legislation establishing a national policy regulating employment of Communists in private industry. It is my belief they should be denied the sanctuary of the freedom they seek to destroy. . . .

There were a number of representatives of the Government who made periodical visits to the studios during the war. They discussed with us from time to time the types of pictures which they felt might assist the war effort. They were coordinators and at no time did they attempt to tell us what we should or should not do. We made our own decisions on production. We are proud of our war efforts and the results speak for themselves.

Mention has been made of the picture Song of Russia, as being friendly to Russia at the time it was made. Of course it was. It was made to be friendly...

It was in April of 1942 that the story for Song of Russia came to our attention. It seemed a good medium of entertainment and at the same time offered an opportunity for a pat on the back for our then ally, Russia. It also offered an opportunity to use the music of Tschaikovsky. We mentioned this to the Government coordinators and they agreed with us that it would be a good idea to make the picture.

According to research I have made, our newspapers were headlining the desperate situation of the Russians at Stalingrad at that time. Admiral Standley, American Ambassador to the Soviet Union, made a vigorous plea for all-out aid. He pleaded for assistance second only to the supplies being provided the United States Fleet, and emphasized that the best way to win the war was to keep the Russians killing the Germans, and that the most effective way was to give them all the help they needed.

The United States Army Signal Corps made The Battle of Stalingrad, released in 1943, with a prolog expressing high tribute from President Roosevelt, our Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, and from Generals Marshall and MacArthur.
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**Discussion Self Evaluation**

**Directions:** Use this form to evaluate your participation during the class discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive [+2 for each]</th>
<th>Negative [-2 for each]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Taking a position on a question (“I think, I believe”)</td>
<td>1. Not paying attention or distracting others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Making a relevant comment</td>
<td>2. Interrupting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Using evidence to support a position or presenting facts</td>
<td>3. Irrelevant comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Drawing another person into the discussion</td>
<td>4. Monopolizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Asking clarifying questions (moving the discussion along)</td>
<td>5. Personal attack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL POINTS:**
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HS History Task 2: Cartoon Analysis—Teacher Instructions

Standards

- Common Core: RH.11-12.1
- Colorado: SS.HS.1.1.a

Performance Outcome

Students can analyze political cartoons to accurately identify the cartoonist’s point of view and how the historical context of the cartoon impacts that perspective.

Teacher Instructions

1. Introduce analysis tools: Begin by passing out and going over the Cartoon Analysis Worksheet and Checklist.
   a. You might use a modern-day cartoon that deals with a topic familiar to your students to help you introduce these tools.

2. Practice analysis:
   a. You can use
      i. “Fire!” as an intro to the process with your class as a whole
      ii. Additional cartoons from the early Cold War for additional practice. Find more cartoons here: [http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/herblocks-history/fire.html](http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/herblocks-history/fire.html).

   b. Make it clear to students that the paragraph at the end of the analysis document is the key part of the task that will be scored. Remind them that they should use evidence from the cartoon in that paragraph (and that evidence is what they’ve found in the parts of the worksheet that precede the paragraph). One way to help students persist to the paragraph and complete it more fully is to do the analysis questions in pairs and the final paragraph individually.

3. Have students complete the Cartoon Analysis Worksheet for the cartoon "It’s okay—we’re hunting communists.”

4. Grade using the Cartoon Analysis Rubric.

   The cartoons are accessible through the PowerPoint or links provided with each one and can be enlarged. Additional information about the cartoons is also available at the same link.
Cartoon Analysis Rubric

OUTCOME
Student can analyze primary and secondary accounts to form an evidence-based interpretation of a historical or contemporary topic/issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard: Student can evaluate a political cartoon for point of view using context.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cartoon Analysis Worksheet: “It’s okay—we’re hunting communists”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Occasion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a. Who is the person who <em>produced</em> this work?</td>
<td>2a. What is the time and place of the cartoon?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b. Who <em>published</em> this work?</td>
<td>2b. Why is the time and place of the cartoon important? (Historical context)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subject**

3. What is the general topic of this cartoon?

**Symbols/Metaphors/Distortion**

4a. Identify any symbols and what they mean.  
4b. Identify distortions, stereotypes, and caricatures within the cartoon and what they represent.  
4c. List clues (words, places, numbers) used in the cartoon.

**Purpose**

5. Using the evidence from the cartoon,  
   a. Identify the perspective of the artist; and  
   b. Evaluate the impact of the historical context on that perspective.
### The Cartoon Analysis Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Cartoon Analysis Checklist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VISUAL SYMBOLS AND METAPHORS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A visual symbol in a cartoon is any image that stands for some other thing, event, person, abstract idea or trend in the news. For example, a dollar sign may stand for the entire economy. An octopus may stand for a powerful corporation with “tentacles” controlling many other institutions. Metaphors are like symbols in that they describe one thing as something else entirely. Shakespeare used a metaphor when he wrote “All the world’s a stage.” (A cartoon would simply show the world as a stage.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin any cartoon analysis by describing all the details in it that are symbols and metaphors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VISUAL DISTORTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes or exaggerations in size, shape, emotions or gestures often add extra meaning to the symbols the cartoon includes. For example, a dragon is often used as a symbol for China. But a huge, snorting dragon will make a different point about China from a tired, limping, meek dragon. Every detail in a cartoon, especially one that is distorted in some way, is likely to be a part of the cartoon’s meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the cartoon’s symbols and notice how they are drawn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IRONY IN WORDS AND IMAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irony is a form of humor in which something is said in a way that undercuts or mocks its own apparent meaning. In other words, what is said seems to mean one thing, but it will be taken to mean the opposite. Irony is well suited to political cartoons, which often seek to mock something and show how false, unfair or dangerous it is. Irony always entails a contradiction. Often, an amusing image undercuts and reverses the meaning of the words in a caption. Sometimes, however, the image alone conveys the double meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider whether irony is used and if so, how?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEREOTYPES AND CARICATURE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A stereotype is a vastly oversimplified view of some group. Stereotypes are often insulting. Yet they may give cartoons a shorthand way to make a complex point quickly. They also reveal broad cultural attitudes. Caricature is the opposite of a stereotype. It is an exaggerated or distorted drawing of an individual highlighting what the artist sees as most unique about that individual. You should be critical of cartoon stereotyping, yet also notice how it contributes to making a point dramatically and forcefully. If there are stereotypes in the cartoon you are analyzing, how would you evaluate them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify any stereotypes and caricatures and consider what they communicate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AN ARGUMENT NOT A SLOGAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slogans merely assert something. “An apple a day keeps the doctor away.” A good editorial cartoon is more than a slogan. Though blunt and opinionated, it actually invites you to consider its argument or its reasoning. At its best, a cartoon offers visual and written features that together “make its case.” In other words, it presents reasons to support its view, or at least it hints at or suggests those reasons. So even though it is biased, the cartoon gives you grounds for responding and even arguing back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider what features of the cartoon help present its argument or make its case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE USES AND MISUSES OF POLITICAL CARTOONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial cartoons may be funny, outrageous, even insulting. Yet above all, their aim is to provoke thought about some issue in the news. They cannot be taken as simple reflections of “the way things were.” Yet that is a common misuse of them. They reveal cultural assumptions, prevailing moods, even real insights about events and trends. They can be used as evidence of all these things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political cartoons always represent points of view that can be challenged.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cartoon 1 for Practice/Introduction

"Fire!"
Created by Herb Block. Published in the Washington Post (25) June 17, 1949. Reproduction from original drawing.
Link for enlarged picture: http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/herblocks-history/fire.html

Cartoon 2 for Common Assignment Student Work Sample

“It’s Okay…We’re Hunting Communists”
Created by Herb Block. Published in the Washington Post (18) October 31, 1947. Ink, graphite, and opaque white over graphite underdrawing on layered paper. LC-USZ62-127327
Link for enlarged picture: http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/00652190
“Fire!”
June 17, 1949
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Teacher Instructions

Performance Outcomes

Students will

- Construct and defend a written historical argument using evidence;
- Use textual evidence to support accurate analysis of primary sources;
- Integrate information from diverse sources;
- Recognize and identify a counterclaim; and
- Demonstrate understanding of multiple causation.

Note: An experiential activity should precede the sequence below. For example, see the Dot activity included in Introductory Activities: Setting Context.

Mini-Task 1: Task and Rubric Analysis

Students analyze the prompt and rubric to understand what is expected of them.

Mini-Task 2: Article Summaries

Introduce the students to the LDC documents, and ask students to analyze each document using an Article Summary Sheet.

Mini-Task 3: Seminar—Two Circle Discussion

Students talk about the texts in a structured discussion format to prepare for writing, hear multiple perspectives, and synthesize information and evidence.

1. Assign all students their role for the discussion (half of the class will form an inner circle and the other half of the class the outer circle).

2. Teacher facilitates inner circle discussion. Students in the inner circle discuss the prompting questions. These include:
   a. How does this document help you answer the prompt?
   b. What evidence supports your answer?
   c. How does this document support, contest, or extend what you learned from another document?

3. Students in the outer circle are to listen attentively to the discussion, but they may not speak. They should listen and take notes.

4. After a set period of time, students in the outer circle may ask questions or elaborate on what the inner circle has said. No questions are to be addressed to any particular student. Instead, each student just asks his/her question, and it is up to the inner circle as a whole to answer it.

5. Students switch roles and continue the discussion.

Mini-Task 4: Claim Creator Activity

Students use the Claim Creator and Evidence Analysis tool (the student version of this tool is headed with “Choose Your Side”). Students use the front side of this sheet to establish a claim for their essay. On the back side, students use the graphic organizer to revisit the primary sources they have looked at to determine what evidence they can provide that will either support or refute their claim. Students should be encouraged to use their Article Summary Sheets to find the quotes that they have already pulled—and they may be encouraged to use their HUAC Discussion Activity Testimonies for evidence as well. Please note that in CoreTools there is an additional optional activity called “Controlling idea/evidence/counterclaim” that also helps students establish the controlling idea. We recommend the Claim Creator, as it is more tied to what the evidence tells us.
Mini Task 5: Essay Outline Assignment

Now that students have chosen a claim and identified how specific pieces of evidence either support or refute their claim, distribute an Essay Outline assignment. There are two options included: “Outlining: A Web Method” and “Essay Planner.” Teachers can choose which tool to use and a particular tool does not necessarily need to be strictly followed, as long as students produce an outline or rough draft of some sort.

Students then produce their essay. Depending on your time, have students peer or self-evaluate their first drafts or provide teacher feedback, and then revise as appropriate.

Grade final student essays based on the five-dimensional Argumentation Teaching Task Rubric provided. Please note that the rubric has been edited to focus on the skills central to the Module.

Note: All LDC materials can be found at https://coretools.ldc.org/mods/e91a1632-89e5-494b-ad36-7026a6503d24.
## Argumentation Teaching Task Rubric for Template Task Collection 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring Elements</th>
<th>Not Yet</th>
<th>Approaches Expectations</th>
<th>Meets Expectations</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlling Idea</strong></td>
<td>Attempts to establish a claim, but lacks a clear purpose.</td>
<td>Establishes a claim.</td>
<td>Establishes a credible claim.</td>
<td>Establishes and maintains a substantive and credible claim or proposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading/Research</strong></td>
<td>Attempts to reference reading materials to develop response, but lacks connections or relevance to the purpose of the prompt.</td>
<td>Presents information from reading materials relevant to the purpose of the prompt with minor lapses in accuracy or completeness.</td>
<td>Accurately presents details from reading materials relevant to the purpose of the prompt to develop argument or claim.</td>
<td>Accurately and effectively presents important details from reading materials to develop argument or claim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development</strong></td>
<td>Attempts to provide details in response to the prompt, but lacks sufficient development or relevance to the purpose of the prompt.</td>
<td>Presents appropriate details to support and develop the focus, controlling idea, or claim, with minor lapses in the reasoning, examples, or explanations.</td>
<td>Presents appropriate and sufficient details to support and develop the focus, controlling idea, or claim.</td>
<td>Presents thorough and detailed information to effectively support and develop the focus, controlling idea, or claim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counterclaim</strong></td>
<td>Makes no mention of counterclaims.</td>
<td>Makes note of counterclaim(s).</td>
<td>Develops counterclaim(s) fairly.</td>
<td>Develops counterclaim(s) fairly and thoroughly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content Understanding</strong></td>
<td>Attempts to include disciplinary content in argument, but understanding of content is weak; content is irrelevant, inappropriate, or inaccurate.</td>
<td>Briefly notes disciplinary content relevant to the prompt; shows basic or uneven understanding of content; minor errors in explanation.</td>
<td>Accurately presents disciplinary content relevant to the prompt with sufficient explanations that demonstrate understanding.</td>
<td>Integrates relevant and accurate disciplinary content with thorough explanations that demonstrate in-depth understanding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Modified for CAS spring unit 2015*
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LDC Instructions and Article Summary Sheet

Argumentative Writing Piece
Role of McCarthy in the Red Scare

BACKGROUND
From 1945 through 1961, tensions increased between the United States and the USSR in what became known as the Cold War. These tensions caused conflicts all over the world and led to the wars in Korea and Vietnam. Conflicts abroad were accompanied by fear within both countries. Suspicions of fellow citizens who might be communist spies created a culture of distrust, known as the Red Scare. In the U.S., the House Un-American Activities Committee conducted hearings investigating citizens for crimes against the government.

OUR FOCUS
We are going to focus on Senator McCarthy's accusations and the role he played in Red Scare.

PROMPT QUESTION
What were the most important causes of the Red Scare after WWII? After reading the primary sources write an essay in which you address the question and argue the role of Senator Joseph McCarthy in this event. Support your answer with evidence from the texts.

Demand 1: Be sure to (acknowledge; refute) competing views.

REQUIREMENTS
One paragraph establishing and supporting primary claim, one paragraph acknowledging and refuting a counterclaim, and a summary paragraph. Use at least four documents to support your claims in your essay; 1,000 words maximum.
Article Summary (AS) Sheet Directions

1. For each of the readings/documents, complete a new AS sheet. Write down the reading/document number on the AS sheet.

2. Read, and annotate or “mark the text” for each reading using the following suggestions:
   - Think about what you already know about the reading, person, concept, program, etc. before reading each document. This may help you understand bias, meaning, and/or significance.
   - Circle the words you don’t know, and define them to deepen understanding.
   - Underline or highlight the main ideas, historical figures, and/or passages that are meaningful to you and your prompt. Identify causes of the Red Scare and evidence supporting those causes. Make notes of these in your AS, and cite them in your paper.
   - List questions you have and comments/analysis you come up with as you are reading each document, then summarize your comments within your AS. (Each AS should have at least three questions and/or analyzing comments within them to demonstrate your efforts.)
   - Bracket, put an asterisk next to, or somehow identify the thesis/main ideas of the reading within each document.

3. REMEMBER to keep track of your readings and your AS’s! You will need them during class, you may receive grades upon the correct completion of each of them, and you must use them as your references and notes while you are writing your argumentative essay.

Your rough draft is due on _________________________. Your final draft will be due a week after your rough draft is returned to you. Be sure not to fall behind our pacing in class!

IN TOTAL, THIS WRITING ASSIGNMENT (including daily grades) WILL BE WORTH ROUGHLY _______ POINTS. Also, the combined score of your rough and final drafts will be considered your unit assessment of these concepts. Give it your best effort, and good luck!
Article Summary Sheet

Document title:

Source information, including author, date, type of document, and audience. (Who wrote or created this? When? What kind of document is it? Who is the audience?)

Describe any known perspective/purpose.

**BRIEF SUMMARY.** In your own words, discuss the main points/arguments the document provides. Include important facts/figures and YOUR analysis.

**SPECIFIC QUOTATIONS**/information/points of view that may be used as supports or counterarguments within my paper.
Document 1: President Truman Executive Order 9835 – Loyalty Order

Headnote: In March of 1947, President Harry S. Truman signed this Executive Order. Executive orders have the force of law and must connect to a power of the executive branch as outlined in the Constitution. They do not require Congressional approval.

PART V—STANDARDS

1. The standard for the refusal of employment or the removal from employment in an executive department or agency on grounds relating to loyalty shall be that, on all the evidence, reasonable grounds exist for belief that the person involved is disloyal to the Government of the United States.

2. Activities and associations of an applicant or employee which may be considered in connection with the determination of disloyalty may include one or more of the following:
   a. Sabotage [deliberate destruction], espionage, or attempts or preparations therefor, or knowingly associating with spies or saboteurs;
   b. Treason or sedition or advocacy thereof;
   c. Advocacy of revolution or force or violence to alter the constitutional form of government of the United States;
   d. Intentional, unauthorized disclosure to any person, under circumstances which may indicate disloyalty to the United States, of documents or information of a confidential or non-public character obtained by the person making the disclosure as a result of his employment by the Government of the United States;
   e. Performing or attempting to perform his duties, or otherwise acting, so as to serve the interests of another government in preference to the interests of the United States.
   f. Membership in, affiliation with or sympathetic association with any foreign or domestic organization, association, movement, group or combination of persons, designated by the Attorney General as totalitarian, fascist, communist, or subversive, or as having adopted a policy of advocating or approving the commission of acts of force or violence to deny other persons their rights under the Constitution of the United States, or as seeking to alter the form of government of the United States by unconstitutional means.

Source: Excerpt from Executive Order 9835, signed by President Truman on March 21, 1947, and titled, Prescribing Procedures for the Administration of an Employees Loyalty Program in the Executive Branch of the Government.
Document 2: McCarthy’s Wheeling Speech

Headnote: Wisconsin Republican Joseph R. McCarthy first won election to the Senate in 1946 during a campaign marked by much anticommunist Red-baiting. In his famous 1950 speech, Senator McCarthy attacked the State Department (the part of the Executive branch that oversees foreign relations) and its Secretary, Dean Acheson, and accused them of harboring Communists.

Six years ago, . . . there was within the Soviet orbit, 180,000,000 people. Lined up on the antitotalitarian side there were in the world at that time, roughly 1,625,000,000 people. Today, only six years later, there are 800,000,000 people under the absolute domination of Soviet Russia—an increase of over 400 percent. On our side, the figure has shrunk to around 500,000,000. In other words, in less than six years, the odds have changed from 9 to 1 in our favor to 8 to 5 against us.

This indicates the swiftness of the tempo of Communist victories and American defeats in the cold war. As one of our outstanding historical figures once said, “When a great democracy is destroyed, it will not be from enemies from without, but rather because of enemies from within.” The truth of this statement is becoming terrifyingly clear as we see this country each day losing on every front. . . .

The reason why we find ourselves in a position of impotency [powerlessness] is not because our only powerful potential enemy has sent men to invade our shores, but rather because of the traitorous actions of those who have been treated so well by this Nation. It has not been the less fortunate, or members of minority groups who have been selling this Nation out, but rather those who have had all the benefits that the wealthiest Nation on earth has had to offer—the finest homes, the finest college education and the finest jobs in government we can give.

This is glaringly true in the State Department. There the bright young men who are born with silver spoons in their mouths are the ones who have been most traitorous. . . .

I have in my hand 57 cases of individuals who would appear to be either card-carrying members or certainly loyal to the Communist Party, but who nevertheless are still helping to shape our foreign policy.

One thing to remember in discussing the communists in our government is that we are not dealing with spies who get 30 pieces of silver to steal the blueprints of new weapons. We are dealing with a far more sinister type of activity because it permits the enemy to guide and shape our policy. . . .

As you know, very recently the Secretary of State proclaimed his loyalty to a man guilty of what has always been considered as the most abominable of all crimes—being a traitor to the people who gave him a position of great trust—high treason. . . .

He [The Secretary of State] has lighted the spark which is resulting in a moral uprising and will end only when the whole sorry mess of twisted, warped thinkers are swept from the national scene so that we may have a new birth of honesty and decency in government.

Source: Excerpt from Senator Joseph McCarthy’s speech made on February 9, 1950, in Wheeling, West Virginia.
Document 3: J. Edgar Hoover’s Speech Before HUAC

**Headnote:** J. Edgar Hoover was the first director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and would serve in that position from 1924-1972. During that time, the FBI gathered information about many Americans whom the Bureau considered to have dangerous beliefs. Here Hoover talks to the House Committee on un-American Activities (HUAC), where he warned against Communist propaganda and identified specific threats.

The aims and responsibilities of the House Committee on un-American Activities and the Federal Bureau of Investigation are the same—the protection of the internal security of this nation. …

The [Communist] party has departed from depending upon the printed word as its medium of propaganda and has taken to the air. Its members and sympathizers have not only infiltrated the airways but they are now persistently seeking radio channels.

The American Communists launched a furtive attack on Hollywood in 1935 by the issuance of directive calling for a concentration in Hollywood. The orders called for action on two fronts: (1) an effort to infiltrate the labor unions; (2) infiltrate the so-called intellectual and creative fields.

In movie circles, Communists developed an effective defense a few years ago in meeting criticism. They would counter with the question, “After all, what is the matter with communism?” It was effective because many persons did not possess adequate knowledge of the subject to give an intelligent answer.

Some producers and studio heads realized the possibility that the entire industry faces serious embarrassment because it could become a springboard for Communist activities. Communist activity in Hollywood is effective and is furthered by Communists and sympathizers using the prestige of prominent persons to serve, often unwittingly, the Communist cause. The party is content and highly pleased if it is possible to have inserted in a picture a line, a scene, a sequence conveying the Communist lesson and, more particularly, if they can keep out anti-Communist lessons.

**Source:** Excerpt from J. Edgar Hoover, speech before HUAC, March 26, 1947.
Document 4: Duck and Cover—Bert the Turtle

Headnote: “Duck and Cover” is a social guidance film produced in 1951 by the United States federal government's Civil Defense branch shortly after the Soviet Union began nuclear testing. Made with the help of schoolchildren from New York City and Astoria, New York, it was shown in schools as the cornerstone of the government's "duck and cover" public awareness campaign.

https://archive.org/details/gov.ntis.ava11109vnb1

Additional location: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKqXu-5jw60

The peoples of a number of countries of the world have recently had totalitarian regimes forced upon them against their will. The Government of the United States has made frequent protests against coercion and intimidation in violation of the Yalta agreement in Poland, Rumania, and Bulgaria.

At the present moment in world history nearly every nation must choose between alternative ways of life. The choice is too often not a free one. One way of life is based upon the will of the majority, and is distinguished by free institutions, representative government, free elections, guarantees of individual liberty, freedom of speech and religion, and freedom from political oppression. The second way of life is based upon the will of a minority forcibly imposed upon the majority. It relies upon terror and oppression, a controlled press and radio, fixed elections, and the suppression of personal freedoms.

I believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures.

I believe that our help should be primarily through economic and financial aid which is essential to economic stability and orderly political processes.

The free peoples of the world look to us for support in maintaining their freedoms. If we falter in our leadership, we may endanger the peace of the world. And we shall surely endanger the welfare of this nation.

Great responsibilities have been placed upon us by the swift movement of events.

Source: Excerpt from the “Truman Doctrine Speech,” delivered by President Truman to Congress on March 12, 1947.
Document 7: Political Cartoon

"I HAVE HERE IN MY HAND ...."  
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Choose Your Side

What were the most important causes of the Red Scare after WWII? After reading the primary sources write an essay in which you address the question and argue the role of Senator Joseph McCarthy in this event. Support your answer with evidence from the texts.

Demand 1: Be sure to (acknowledge; refute) competing views.

Claim: Create a statement that responds to the question.

1. What was the primary cause or causes of the Red Scare?

2. How did Senator Joseph McCarthy increase the fear of communism?

3. Claim: While __________________________ (insert less important cause) increased the fear of communism through __________________________ (insert evidence of how this cause increased fear), the primary causes of the Red Scare in the United States post-war era were
Using the Article Summary pages, decide whether the evidence from the text supports your claim or refutes your claim.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document number and title or author</th>
<th>What position does it support?</th>
<th>Evidence from the text</th>
<th>How does the evidence support or refute your argument?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Outlining: A Web Method

**Directions:** Fill out each circle or box with the information that you wish to include in your paper. Then place a support, quote, fact or piece of evidence and the end of each arrow. Be sure to make one of your boxes about your counterclaim.

**Introduction**

**Webbing**

- Point one
- Thesis
- Point three
- Point four
- Point two

**Conclusion**
Create a short constructed response answering the question.

What topics/categories will you focus on in your essay? Use the spaces provided to place the main points of the different topics that will be in your essay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
<th>Topic 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Essay Outline Assignment

Essay Planner

TASK PROMPT:

Introductory Paragraph

Hook:

Background information/context:

Thesis/controlling idea or claim:

Body Paragraph 1

Topic sentence or claim:

Evidence from the text:

Analysis—how this evidence proves/shows my idea:
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Essay Outline Assignment

Body Paragraph 2
Topic sentence or claim:

Evidence from the text:

**Analysis**—how this evidence proves/shows my idea:

Body Paragraph 3—your counterclaim
Topic Sentence or counterclaim:

Evidence from the text:

**Analysis**—why your argument trumps this counterclaim and evidence:

**Conclusion**—stress the importance of the thesis statement
Give the essay a sense of completeness/leave a final impression on the reader:
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Essay Outline Assignment

A Thesis Statement

• tells the reader how you will interpret the significance of the subject matter being discussed.
• is a road map for the paper; in other words, it tells the reader what to expect from the rest of the paper.
• directly answers the question asked of you. A thesis is an interpretation of a question or subject, not the subject itself. The subject, or topic, of an essay might be World War II or Moby Dick—a thesis must then offer a way to understand the war or the novel.
• makes a claim that others might dispute.
• is usually a single sentence somewhere in your first paragraph that presents your argument to the reader. The rest of the paper, the body of the essay, gathers and organizes evidence that will persuade the reader of the logic of your interpretation.